St Albans UFO Sighting
It took place one weekend around summer. My wife to be and I went for a walk
starting just after lunch. At that time I lived about 2 miles North West of St. Albans at
the village of Sandridge.
As we started our walk, (it was a very fine and clear day), we looked across in the
direction of St. Albans and London, (roughly South.) Lying across the sky from
our viewpoint was a very wide and flat cloud layer, rather like a plate lying on its side.
I could not estimate its height but at a guess I would think it was not more than a few
thousand feet. It must have been many miles wide and as far as distance was
concerned probably 20 miles or more. In the centre of this cloud and just above it,
we saw a very bright light hanging/hovering there as it were and not moving. It was
very bright rather like a light bulb, yellow coloured and far brighter than any
star. There was no twinkling effect as stars have.
As we went on our walk, from time to time we looked across to see that this bright
light was still there and not moving at all. We returned home, an hour or two later,
but during the whole time the light had not moved nor did the intensity of its
brightness change.
Intrigued at this strange site, on our arrival back home we called my parents out to
the front of our house to have a look. As a small group we stood there discussing
and looking at this unusual object. After a few minutes the strange light started to
move in a left direction from where we stood, which would be roughly East, but it still
stayed above the flat cloud at the same height. It suddenly stopped, paused
momentarily then started to move back again towards the centre. Before it had
returned to its original position it again stopped then immediately vanished rather like
a light being switched off.
That was it, we saw no more of it at all.
Hope that you are able to make something of this.
Kindest regards,
Rex.
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